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My Plan for APP:  

Lecture 1:     	 Cosmic Rays: discovery,  techniques, spectra & spectral features


Lecture 2:	 	 Neutrinos ν: neutrino hypothesis & detection, the solar model,

	 	 	 	 solar neutrino problem, neutrino oscillations 


Lecture 3:	 	 Neutrino astronomy: the idea, techniques 

	 	 	 	 atmospheric neutrinos, sources


Lecture 4:	 	 Gamma Rays γ: early ideas, techniques, path to maturity, 

	 	 	 	 sources & successes

From Measurement to Discovery

DiscoveryDiscovery

Discovery

very many 
discoveries

Much of this is what we call today
“Astroparticle Physics”
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β-Decayβ-Decay
One of the most exciting stories of modern physics ....

1914 James Chadwick :
electrons from β decay have continuous energy distribution
but : Δz = 1

only one particle is seen to be emitted
transition occurs between two ground states with fixed energies

Is energy conservation violated ???

angular momentum : Spin change Δs = 1 is observed
but : Spin of electron is 1/2

Is angular momentum conservation violated ???

momentum : emitted electron and recoil nucleus are not back-to-back
Is momentum conservation violated ???
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6He 6Li + e- obviously, momentum
is not conserved
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Wolfgang Pauli 1930 :Wolfgang Pauli 1930 : in a letter to his “radioactive colleagues”

postulates a new particle with :

charge = 0

spin = 1/2

no (or at least very weak) interaction with matter

that is produced along with the electron in β decay and would account for
the non-conserved energy, momentum and spin.

Pauli : “I did something terrible : I invented a particle that cannot be detected”

This was a desperate last measure to save
energy, momentum and angular momentum conservation.

“Neutron” discovered by J Chadwick in 1932; but its mass was 939 MeV/c2,
so it was not the particle needed for β decay.

“Neutrino” only directly detected 30 years later (1959), one year after Pauli died.
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P a u l i
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The assumption of ν seems to work very well to explain β decay,
.... but is there direct evidence from experiments ??

Yes
1952: Rodeback & Allen (indirect detection)
37Ar + e- 37Cl + ν + 0.8 MeV (electron capture)

two-body final state, therefore ν have fixed energy,
nucleus gets fixed recoil momentum (i.e. velocity) which can be
measured by time-of-flight method:

Start: Auger electron from EC
Stop: arrival of Cl at a detector 6 cm away.

Result: very good agreement of experiment and expectations.

Cl ν
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e- detector
Cl detector

Ar
N

expected,
if ν exist

measured

Indirect ν detection by measurement of recoil
of 37Cl nucleus

37Ar + e- 37Cl + νe
2-body final state,
i.e. fixed energy for Cl and ν
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β+

ν

γ

γ

n

e+e- annihilation
2 x 0.511 MeV

liquid scintillator
with Cd

132 cm

56 cm

n capture in Cd,
several γ , ΣEγ = 9.1 MeV

delayed by a few µ s

1959: Cowan & Reines
First direct detection by ν induced reaction:

“inverse β decay”: ν + p e+ + n

use intense ν emission of a nuclear reactor
(fission leads to neutron-rich nuclei which undergo β- decay: n p + e- + ν)

Shield detector from all other ionizing radiation from outside.
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Cowan & Reines
“Project Poltergeist”

Frederick Reines
1918-1998

Nobel Prize in Physics
1995
“For the detection
of the Neutrino”



Since then, a whole industry of neutrino experiments emerged:

Neutrino detectors

Neutrino beams
Reactors
Neutrinos from Radioactive Sources (natural/man made)
Geo-Neutrinos
Atmospheric Neutrinos (from Cosmic Rays)

Astrophysical Neutrinos
from the Sun

Supernova explosions
other astrophysical sources
the Big Bang  (so far unobservable)

νe   νμ   ντ   νe   νμ   ντ



Neutrino sources 



Sun’s energy:  where from ???

Hot surface means that energy is radiated away,

but  		 luminosity,

	 	 	 temperature,

	 	 	 mass,

	 	 	 radius 	 	 	 	 are stable over very long times.

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (as evidenced by fossils)


Sun shines since > 109 years without much change.


	 	 Gravitational collapse of gas?

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 only sufficient for ≈ 5 x 107 years

	 	 Burning of suitable molecules (chemical)?


Much more energy is needed !!!



Fission

Fusion

≈1920:   Nuclear Energy powers the Sun 



Binding energy release when 

H, He, C, ...     is  fused to   He, C, ... Fe

4 x H =  4 x 1.0079 u =   4.0316 u    1 u = 1.667 x 10-27 kg
 1 x He =    4.0026 u = 1/12 of a 12C atom

gain:  ≈ 0.7% of mass is converted to energy

Efusion ≈ 0.007 MSun  x c2   =  1.26 x 1045 J ≈ 1000 x (Egrav + Etherm)

enough for  ≈ 1011 years. 

This became only apparent around 1920 !

Thermonuclear Fusion:



Basic process:   4 p  4He + 2e+  + 2νe +  27 MeV

     effectively: 2 protons are converted in neutrons by  β+ decay

Different ways to achieve this:

p-p chain:
dominant in the Sun
important for start without heavier elements than H and He,
i.e. for primordial matter.

p-e-p chain:
small probability

CNO cycle:
C, N, or O can act as catalyst
important at higher temperatures,
in Sun only a small (%) effect

Hydrogen Burning:

p          n + e+  + νe



p-p chain:

weak interaction, very slow,  
limits speed of the whole chain

have different energies, 
depending on branch

νe

0.00002%

15%

85%,    highest energy release

p + p     D + e+ + νe  
p + D     3He + γ

3He + 3He     4He + 2 p

3He + 4He     7Be + γ
         7Be + e-    7Li + νe

7Li* + νe 
                7Li + p    2 4He

         7Be + p     8B + γ
8B     8Be + e+ + νe

                     8Be    2 4He

3He + p     4He + e+  + νe

1

2

3

a

b

continuous E

fixed E

continuous E

continuous E



pep chain:

p + e- + p       D + νe
weak interaction, slow, very small
probability (since 3 body collision),
mono-energetic νe

CNO Cycle:   Hans Bethe, 1939

12C

13N

15N 14N

13C

15O

α
p

pe+, νe

p

e+, νe

p

12C + p   13N + γ 
13N     13C + e+  + νe 
13C + p   14N + γ 
14N + p   15O + γ 
15O     15N + e+ + νe 
15N + p   12C + α

CNO serve as catalysts

continuous E

continuous E

fixed E



Solar luminosity LSun ≈ 3.86 x 1026 W = 2.4 x 1045 eV/s

fusion rate =  LSun   / 27 MeV ≈ 9 x 1037 fusions /s

9 x 1037 x  4 u  = 9 x 1037 x  4 x 1.667 x 10-27 kg =  
602  million tons of Hydrogen 
are processed to He per second 

3.86 x 1026 J  = M c2      M = 4.29 million tons of matter
are converted into energy per second

If  10% of solar matter (H) can be fused to He, 
then the Sun can shine for  ≈ 1010 years.

Currently, the solar system is  ≈ 4 x 109 yrs old.



Solar luminosity LSun ≈ 3.86 x 1026 W = 2.4 x 1045 eV/s

νe production rate =  2 x LSun  / 27 MeV ≈ 1.8 x 1038 νe /s

at Earth:     6.3 x 1010  νe / (cm2 s) 

i.e. the Sun is a very strong  νe  source! 

Measure the solar νe  flux to check solar energy production

i.e. look into centre of the Sun. 

Solar neutrino experiments   since ≈ 1970:



ClGa



Chlorine Experiment

νe + 37Cl 37Ar + e-

 37Ar + e- 37Cl + νe EC,   τ ≈ 35 days

Eν > 0.81 MeV  i.e. only  νe from 8B, 8Be, pep, hep  can do it.

Ray Davis, Homestake Mine, USA
measurements:  1968 - 1995 !

610 tons C2Cl4      ~ 1030 nuclei        cleaning liquid, cheap

once per month:   Ar atoms are washed out,
concentrated in small detector,
and counted when they decay.



Ray Davis:  Experiment
John Bahcall:  Solar Model



measured:  ~1 atom / 2 days



predicted: 
9.3 ± 1.4



Expectations : 9.3 ± 1.3   SNU (SNU: solar neutrino unit)
6.4 ± 1.4 varying with theoretical assumptions
4.1 ± 1.2

Experiment : 2.56 ± 0.22  SNU  

  “solar ν problem”

Is the standard solar model wrong ?
Is the nuclear physics wrong ?
New physics  (e.g.  ν oscillations) ?

37Cl tests only  ν  from (rather unimportant) side branch of the pp chain.

Can the main reaction   p p D + e+ + ν    be tested?

clear deficit



Gallium Experiment

νe + 71Ga 71Ge + e-

71Ge + e- 71Ga + νe   EC,   τ ≈ 11 days

Eν > 0.233 MeV  i.e. also pp neutrinos can do it.

Gallex  (D, I), SAGE (Russia, US)    1991 - 1995
used world production of Ga for several years (very expensive)

Result:      70 ± 7 SNU

expected:    132 ± 20
123 ± 14
115 ± 6

for calibration:  use strong  νe  source.
measurement and expectations agree, i.e. technique is ok. 

also clear deficit



strong radioactive source
for calibration of extraction
mechanism:    
51Cr   electron capture
63x1015 Bq !!!



Radiochemical experiments (Chlorine, Gallium) average over time,
no direct (i.e. real time) detection.

Kamiokande, Super Kamiokande, Japan
huge water volume viewed by many photomultiplier tubes,
a real time experiment

 νe + e-     νe + e - simple scattering
e- gains energy and produces Cherenkov light in water.
direction of   e-  ≈  direction of νe  

 Eν  >  Ee  >  7.5 MeV       i.e. only  8B  neutrinos are detected

Result:  
 νe  come from Sun,  but also 50% deficit



Kamikande:

KAMIOKANDE: Kamioka Nucleon Decay Experiment) 
tank with 3000 tons of pure water, 1000 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)
16 m heigh, 16 m in diameter

Masatoshi Koshiba

Nucleons did not decay,  but neutrinos were seen interacting.
– neutrinos from the atmosphere
– neutrinos from SN 1987a:



Kamiokande   Solar neutrinos (8B)

Sees only 46% 

of expectation


Also a deficit !



Kamiokande   SN1987a



Super Kamiokande,  Japan

50000 t water,
11200 PMTs



Neutrinos do come from the Sun, but also here a deficit



Now accepted explanation for solar neutrino problem:

Neutrino Oscillations:

νe   undergo change on their way from Sun to Earth

  νe     νμ     or    νe    ντ   

νμ  and   ντ   cannot be detected with aforementioned detectors
(Chlorine, Gallium, Kamiokande)

Oscillations  require  mν ≠ 0 and   mνe ≠ mνμ ≠ mντ  

with big consequences for particle physics and cosmology.



Sudbury Neutrino 
Observatory    SNO

Canada, US, UK (Oxford)

2300 m underground
to shield Cosmic Rays

1000 t heavy water  (D20)
viewed by  9600  PMTs
surrounded by normal water

Idea:  measure ALL neutrinos

νe + ZA    Z+1A + e-       inverse EC 

νx + D    νx + p + n + 1.2 MeV 
neutral current 



SNO:  
  νe

 SNO:  
νe νµ ντ



Do neutrinos have mass ?

number of ν in universe:   ~ 350 /cm3  
(≈ number of photons)

relics from Big Bang
produced in stars and stellar explosions   ....

solar  ν   suggest:   mν  >  0      

β-decay suggests:  mνe  <  few  eV/c2    
upper limits from tritium decay:  mνe < 2 eV

    from CMBR  (indirect): mνe < 0.25 eV

.... not enough to explain “Dark Matter”







Summary:

Neutrinos went from an obscure theoretical idea to
an important part of our elementary particle zoo.

It has weak interaction (no electromag., strong interaction).
It is very difficult to detect.

Still produced in many places and give us much information   
on the Earth, the Sun, Stars, Galaxies, the Big Bang.
Neutrinos have mass, but we do not know which:    ΣMν < 0.2 eV
They oscillate into each other,  seen in 
solar, atmospheric, beam and reactor neutrinos

…   was always good for surprises.


